CALL FOR PAPERS COMPETITION
Greece: From Economic Rescue to Recovery and Reform?
Submission Deadline: 12 October 2018
The Greek Politics Specialist Group (GPSG) of the PSA invites Working Papers under
the call “Greece: From Economic Rescue to Recovery and Reform?” Papers should
present research conducted on the impact of the debt crisis on Greek economic,
political and social domains. We particularly encourage comparative, crossdisciplinary and collaborative research, as well as papers featuring original ideas and
empirical data. All methodological and epistemological approaches based on sound
social science reasoning are welcome. Selected papers will be published in the GPSG
Working Paper series. The best paper will receive an award of £120.
Topics
Papers need to focus on one or more of the following indicative topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crisis’ driven social and structural transformations
Is there a new Greek economy after the crisis?
Foreign policy impact of the Greek crisis
Politics without Resources: The Greek Political System under Austerity
The End of Bailout Policies? Narratives and Policy Options
The remaking of ideological space

Submission Guidelines
Papers (including paper title, 200-word abstract, institutional affiliation and full
contact details) should be submitted to: papers@gpsg.org.uk copying
manoli@aegean.gr. Papers must be written as academic articles and not have been
published previously or submitted for publication elsewhere. Authors may indicate
whether their paper can be included in a panel proposal to be submitted to the 69th
Political Studies Association Annual International Conference (15 – 17 April 2019).
Papers must be written in English language and be proof-read before being
submitted.
Bibliography: Papers should follow the Harvard Referencing System.

There is no set word limit for Papers, although we would encourage prospective
contributors to aim for a length of 3,000 – 4,000 words.
Please address all enquiries to Panagiota Manoli at manoli@aegean.gr.
Visit our website to register with our Group!
http://www.gpsg.org.uk

